
NEW

WORKWEAR
SOLUTIONS
Experience unrivaled comfort with Portwest’s new workwear solutions. Crafted 
with premium fabrics for ultimate durability, each garment is meticulously 
designed to last, ensuring your comfort in demanding environments.



PW329  PW3 SQUARE BAFFLE 
JACKET
Packed with lightweight thermal insulation, the 
PW3 Square Baffle Jacket offers an ultrasoft, 
water resistant solution for outdoor wear. The 
unique fabric technology locks in the body’s 
warmth to create a thermal barrier for optimum 
wearer comfort. 

 100% Polyester 300T Microfibre, Anti-Static Finish, 60g
 190T: 100% Polyester, Taffeta, 52g
 100% Polyester, 200g
 Black S-3XL

 ∙ Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water 
beads away from fabric surface

 ∙ Fully lined and padded to trap the heat and increase warmth
 ∙ Designed with a comfort fit
 ∙ 3 pockets for ample storage
 ∙ Zipped chest pocket
 ∙ Side zip pockets

PW330  PW3 OVERHEAD 
RAIN JACKET
Stylish, functional and durable, the PW330 is 
made from highly waterproof, windproof and 
breathable fabric offering maximum protection 
from the elements. This jacket features ergonomic 
shaping, zipped pockets and a pack away hood.

EN 343 CLASS 3:2 X WP 10,000MM, 
MVP 4,000G/M²/24HR

 100% Polyester, TPU Coated, 140g
 Body: 100% Polyester Mesh, 65g Sleeves & Hood: 
100% Polyester Taffeta, 52g

 Black S-3XL

 ∙ Waterproof and breathable with taped seams to prevent water 
penetration

 ∙ Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water 
beads away from fabric surface

 ∙ Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit
 ∙ Reflective print for increased visibility and safety
 ∙ Drawcord adjustable hem
 ∙ Engineered with an active fit

NEW

NEW

GET THE  
COLLECTION
SCAN QR CODE TO 
VIEW THE FULL 
PW3 COLLECTION 
ONLINE



EC300  ORGANIC COTTON 
RECYCLABLE SWEATSHIRT
This 100% organic cotton sweatshirt t-shirt is ideal for both 
corporate and workwear. Made from organic material and 
designed for recycling this sweatshirt provides a clean, simple 
and comfortable addition.

 100% Organic Cotton, 300g
 Black S-3XL, Navy S-3XL

 ∙ Eco-conscious product made from sustainable material
 ∙ Designed for recycling
 ∙ Minimal stitching offers improved recycling capabilities
 ∙ Made using organic cotton

NEW

DESIGNED FOR 
RECYCLING



EC210  ORGANIC COTTON 
RECYCLABLE POLO
This tubular knit, buttonless polo is ideal for corporate and 
workwear. Made from organic material and designed for 
recycling this polo provides a simple, stylish and comfortable 
addition. The buttonless closure provides both a stylish addition 
and makes it suitable for recycling.

 100% Organic Cotton, 210g
 Black S-3XL, Navy S-3XL

 ∙ Eco-conscious product made from sustainable material
 ∙ Designed for recycling
 ∙ Minimal stitching offers improved recycling capabilities
 ∙ Made using organic cotton
 ∙ Clean simple design
 ∙ No excess trims

EC195  ORGANIC COTTON 
RECYCLABLE T-SHIRT
This tubular knit t-shirt is ideal for corporate and workwear. 
Made from organic material and designed for recycling this 
t-shirt provides a clean, simple and comfortable addition.

 100% Organic Cotton, 210g
 Black S-3XL, Navy S-3XL

 ∙ Made using organic cotton
 ∙ Minimal stitching offers improved recycling capabilities
 ∙ Tubular knit for reduced fabric waste
 ∙ Designed for recycling

DESIGNED FOR 
RECYCLING

DESIGNED FOR 
RECYCLING

 

 

NEW

NEW



CD886  WX2 ECO ACTIVE STRETCH 
WORK TROUSERS
The 4 pockets provide excellent storage without adding bulk to 
the garment. Side elastic and 4 way stretch provide superior 
comfort and suitability on this work trouser and all in a recycled 
polyester.

 Kingsmill Polyester Stretch Eco: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane, 
195g

 Kingsmill Polyester Stretch: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane, 160g
 Black, Dark Navy/Black, Deep Red, Metal Grey, Olive Green, White 28-
48

 ∙ 31 PET Bottles are recycled to make this product
 ∙ 4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort

NEW



CD887  WX2 ECO WOMEN’S STRETCH 
WORK TROUSERS
This women’s version of our WX2 work trousers complete 
with 4 pockets for excellent storage without adding bulk to 
the garment. Side elastic and 4-way stretch provide superior 
comfort and suitability on this work trouser and all in a recycled 
polyester.

 Kingsmill Polyester Stretch Eco: 93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elastane, 
195g

 Kingsmill Polyester Stretch: 95% Polyester, 5% Elastane, 160g
 Black, Dark Navy, Metal Grey 26-38

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort
 ∙ Lightweight for enhanced wearer comfort
 ∙ 4 pockets for ample storage
 ∙ Adjustable hem - regular to long leg

NEW



A775  STRETCH UTILITY 
LEATHER GLOVE
Introducing the ultimate high-performance mechanics-style 
glove, designed to elevate your performance. Equipped with 
a premium leather palm, this glove guarantees unmatched 
durability, allowing it to withstand the most demanding 
tasks. The stretch fabric ensures a comfortable and secure 
fit, enhancing your dexterity to achieve optimal performance. 
With touchscreen capability, you’ll have complete control over 
your touchscreen devices, maintaining seamless interaction. 
Additionally, the reinforced thumb crotch provides an extra 
layer of protection and durability, ensuring reliability in even 
the toughest work environments.

EN ISO 21420: 2020 DEXTERITY 5 
EN 388: 2016 + A1: 2018  2122X

 Goatskin, Polyester, Elastic, Nylon, Polyurethane 
 Black S/7-XXL/11

 ∙ Leather palm greatly improves durability
 ∙ Slim fit with stretch fabric
 ∙ This glove can be used with most mobile touchscreen devices
 ∙ Achieves the highest level of dexterity level 5
 ∙ Reinforced thumb crotch for extra protection and durability
 ∙ Retail tag which aids presentation for retail sales

NEW HAND
PROTECTION
Introducing Portwest’s latest in hand safety – designed for demanding work environments. Enjoy 
unparalleled comfort, durability, and protection. Secure your hands confidently with Portwest, where 
every task is a step towards enhanced productivity.



AP76  FD CHEMICAL B LATEX LIGHT 
GAUNTLET (12 PACK)
These gauntlets are the perfect choice for food processing 
applications that require safety, hygiene, and comfort. Made of 
food-grade latex and cotton flock lined, they provide excellent 
resistance to a wide range of chemicals and solvents. The 
gauntlet style extends up to the forearm, ensuring complete 
coverage and protection. Sold in packs of 12 pairs.

EN ISO 21420: 2020 DEXTERITY 5 
EN 388: 2016 + A1: 2018  2010X
EN ISO 374-1  KLMP
EN ISO 374-4:2016  
EN ISO 374-5:2016 VIRUS 
EN ISO 374-5:2016 MICRO ORGANISMS 
EN 13130-1:2004  

 Latex, Cotton 
 Blue S/7-XL/10

 ∙ Approved for safe food handling
 ∙ Blue colour is food safety legislation compliant
 ∙ Suited for food processing plants and resistant to greases, animal fats and oils
 ∙ 0.28mm thickness
 ∙ Glove Length 30cm
 ∙ Sold in pack of 12 pairs for great value

AB810  NITROSAFE ESSENTIAL 
MULTIPACK
Experience superior grip and protection with our chemical-
resistant gauntlet, featuring a textured pattern that enhances 
grip in wet or oily conditions. Flock-lined for added comfort, 
this gauntlet is suitable for use in chemical, oil, and food 
industries. This gauntlet is a streamlined version of our flagship 
A810 gauntlet, without individual packaging, making it a more 
economical choice. Sold in packs of 12 for maximum value.

EN ISO 21420: 2020 DEXTERITY 5 
EN 388: 2016 + A1: 2018  3101X
EN ISO 374-1:2016 + A1:2018 TYPE B JKL
EN ISO 374-5:2016 MICRO ORGANISMS 

 Nitrile, Cotton 
 Green S/7-XXL/11

 0.40mm thickness, 320mm length

 ∙ Sold in pack of 12 pairs for great value
 ∙ Chemical resistant gauntlet
 ∙ Flock lined for added comfort

NEW

NEW



NEW

FOOT
PROTECTION
Discover Portwest’s latest safety footwear designed for demanding work 
environments. Enjoy ultimate comfort, durability, and protection. Step confidently 
into safety, where every stride ensures total comfort.



FD04  WHEAT APEX 
COMPOSITE MID BOOT S3S 
HRO SR
This boot features a heat resistant outsole, nubuck 
leather upper and excellent slip resistance. The 
engineered tread pattern aids agility on uneven 
terrain whilst also being resistant to fuel oil 
and water. The boot height ensures the ankle is 
protected and supported. This boot has a quick 
release zip for ease of access.

EN ISO 20345:2022 S3S 

 Nubuck
 PU/Rubber Outsole: F47
 Wheat 36-50

 ∙ Composite toe cap
 ∙ Pierce resistant composite midsole
 ∙ Nubuck leather upper
 ∙ Heat resistant outsole 300ºC
 ∙ Dual density sole unit

FV02  RAFTER DEALER BOOT 
S7 SR SC FO
Blending style, protection and functionality, this 
boot offers a water resistant membrane ensuring 
superior protection in wet conditions. The sole 
construction offers support and protection to 
the wearer. Steel toe cap and anti penetration 
steel midsole. The use of steel toecap and the 
penetration resistant steel midsole ensures a 
durable construction. The shoe has front and rear 
pull tabs for ease of pulling onto the foot, and a 
reflective panel for use in low light conditions. 

EN ISO 20345:2022 S7 

 Action Nubuck
 PU/PU Outsole: F96BGY
 Black/Grey 36-48

 ∙ Waterproof membrane for dry foot comfort
 ∙ Protective steel toecap
 ∙ Pierce resistant steel midsole
 ∙ Fuel and oil resistant outsole
 ∙ Anti-static footwear

NEW

NEW



NEW NEW

FC19  APEX COMPOSITELITE SHOE 
S3S ESD HRO SR SC FO
This shoes features a heat resistant outsole, ESD properties 
and excellent slip resistance. The engineered tread pattern 
aids agility on uneven terrain whilst also being resistant to 
fuel oil and water.

EN ISO 20345:2022 S3S 
IEC 61340-5-1:2016  

 Action Leather
 PU/Rubber Outsole: F92
 Black/Blue 37-47, Black/Yellow 37-47

 ∙ Suitable for use in ESD environments
 ∙ Heat resistant outsole 300ºC
 ∙ Water resistant upper to prevent water penetration
 ∙ 100% metal free
 ∙ Composite toe cap
 ∙ Pierce resistant composite midsole

 

FT20  LITE OCCUPATIONAL TRAINER 
OB SRA
This lightweight occupational trainer is 100% metal free, and 
has an upper in stretchy textile aiding a more snug fit. It has 
a dual density phylon rubber outsole for superior grip and 
energy absorption.

EN ISO 20347:2022 OB 

 Flyknit Polyester
 EVA/Rubber Outsole: F98
 Black 36-48, White 36-48

 ∙ Slip resistant outsole
 ∙ 100% metal free
 ∙ Anti-static footwear
 ∙ Energy absorbing seat region
 ∙ Dual density sole unit



NEW

EYE AND 
HEAD
PROTECTION 
Experience unparalleled protection with our new premium eye and head 
protection styles, crafted with your comfort in mind. Designed with precision 
for individuals operating in dynamic work settings, our new styles set a new 
standard for safety and performance.



NEW NEW

PS13  MEGA KN SAFETY GLASSES
Experience the ultimate in safety and style with our cutting-
edge dual colour safety glasses, complete with a co-injected 
browguard for unparalleled protection against particles, 
impact, and glare. With extendable and inclinable side 
arms and rubber temple tips, these glasses offer a perfect, 
customised fit for maximum comfort and safety. Our KN 
certified lens coatings provide crystal-clear vision and 
our dual colour side arms perfectly compliment Portwest 
garments.

EN 166 1 FT, K, N 
EN 170  2C-1.2
EN 172  5-3.1
ANSI/ISEA Z87+

 Polycarbonate, TPE 26g
 Clear, Smoke

 ∙ Dual material and dual colour temples in port-blue and orange
 ∙ Co-injected TPE brow guard for extra protection from particles, impact and 

glare
 ∙ KN certified lens coatings for extra durability and best vision (anti-scratch/ 

anti-fog)
 ∙ Inclinable side arms for optimum fit

PS20  DYNAMIC PLUS KN SAFETY 
GLASSES
Sports-style design large wrap-around glasses for excellent 
eye coverage and protection. The integrated TPE browguard 
shields against particles, impact, and glare. With KN rated 
anti-scratch and anti-fog lens coatings, these glasses offer 
superior durability and vision. The 100% metal-free design, 
along with co-injected dual-colour and flexible temples, 
ensures maximum comfort. Enjoy a panoramic view with 
the wrap-around style. The soft TPR nose piece and rubber 
temple tips guarantee a universal and non-slip fit. Plus, these 
glasses are non-magnetic, nickel, and ferrous-free, meeting 
your safety and comfort needs seamlessly.

EN 166 1 FT, K, N 
EN 170  2C-1.2
EN 172  5-3.1
ANSI/ISEA Z87+

 Polycarbonate, TPE 32g
 Clear, Smoke

 ∙ Co-injected TPE brow guard for extra protection from particles, impact and 
glare

 ∙ KN certified lens coatings for extra durability and best vision (anti-scratch/ 
anti-fog)

 ∙ Co-injected, dual colour and extremely flexible temples for maximum comfort
 ∙ Wrap-around style for panoramic view



NEW

NEW

PS23  PEAK KN SAFETY GLASSES
Stylish safety eyewear with integrated TPE browguard for extra protection from 
particles, impact and to reduce glare. The ratcheted side arms can be inclined for 
a personalised fit. The dual-colour frame, along with the extremely flexible temple 
tips, ensures an attractive, comfortable, and secure choice. The co-injected TPE 
brow guard offers extra protection, while the KN certified lens coatings provide 
durability and optimal vision. With a soft TPR nose piece for a universal fit our 
eyewear combines safety and performance effortlessly.

EN 166 1 FT, K, N  •  EN 170  2C-1.2  •  EN 172  5-3.1  •  ANSI/ISEA Z87+

 Polycarbonate, TPE 33g
 Clear, Smoke

 ∙ Co-injected TPE brow gVuard for extra protection from particles, impact and glare
 ∙ Soft TPR nose piece for universal fit
 ∙ Inclinable side arms for optimum fit
 ∙ Co-injected, dual colour and extremely flexible temples for maximum comfort

PS61  WORK SAFE HELMET
Unvented industrial safety helmet for safe use on low voltage installations, featuring 
a 6-point plastic harness with slip ratchet for size adjustment. It features a regular 
peak, universal side slots and rain gutter. A sweatband is included.

EN 397  -10°C / +50°C
EN 50365 CLASS:0 

 HDPE 325g
 Orange, Royal Blue, White, Yellow 
54cm-61cm

 ∙ Unvented helmet shell for safe use with electrical applications
 ∙ 6-point plastic suspension harness for wearing comfort, safety and easy cleaning
 ∙ Size adjustable headband via slip ratchet system




